Moments of
Wellbeing
Indoor & outdoor saunas

Creating
moments of
wellbeing
We come from the deep forests and harsh
climate of the North, the birthplace of the
sauna, where it has been treasured as a
ritual for achieving mental and physical
balance for thousands of years. We are
convinced that this ancient legacy works
equally well today, creating the moments
of wellbeing necessary for people to live a
fulfilled life.
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Making saunas
is our passion
Auroom has been making saunas for
more than 20 years. We have a lifelong
passion for timber and produce clean,
pure, modern designs that are perfected
down to the last detail. Our saunas are
tailored to meet every need and refined
by our craftsmanship. Our whole team of
experts is dedicated to creating the most
harmonious sauna experience possible.
All our saunas are handcrafted, integrating
years of experience and cutting-edge
technology. We tackle every sauna project
individually in order to provide the best
possible solution for our clients. That is why
we are able to offer wellness solutions for
even the most demanding requirements,
be they special home sauna projects or
entire sauna complexes for spa hotels.

Saunas that are
made to last

Taking
responsibility

Every piece of timber we use in our saunas,
however small a part it will play, is carefully
selected from the high-quality materials at
our disposal. In this way, we ensure the
longevity of our products and avoid
problems arising in the course of their use.
We build with a wide range of timbers – if
you place a special order, your imagination
is only the limit.

We use only timber that has been
responsibly sourced. We obtain timber
from our parent company Thermory – the
world’s leading producer of thermally
modified timber and sauna materials.
This allows us to make our products
available all over the world and ensures
that the quality of our raw materials is
consistent even in larger orders. Our
saunas meet all global environmental
standards and are certified accordingly.
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Indoor
& outdoor
saunas
Sauna was once mainly for people in the North,
but using modern technologies we have made
this revitalising experience available for people
all over the world.
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The Designer Collection consists of Auroom's
flagship products, which are designed with
demanding customers in mind who are not
willing to compromise on any aspect. The
Essential Collection consists of saunas that,
thanks to their minimalist lines and exceptional
functionality, fit into the household of any
sauna lover.
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indoor & outdoor

indoor & outdoor

True relaxation
in your home
Have you dreamed about making your home
a place of true relaxation? A place where you
can leave all your worries and stress behind and
recharge yourself. An indoor sauna is the perfect
choice for that.
You can have your own sanctuary in your living
room or just a few steps from your bed. If you are
a social animal, then a sauna in your home is a
perfect excuse to invite friends or family over and
catch up in a relaxing atmosphere.
Auroom indoor saunas are made to fit in your
home. Because of technological advances, saunas
are no longer confined to specific locations in the
countryside or forest. It is increasingly common
that even in small city apartments a sauna is a
natural part of the layout.
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An oasis in
your garden
Close your eyes and imagine that you have
a sauna in your garden. After basking in
the heat, you jump in a cold shower or
natural pond in the garden to cool down,
or in winter, dive into cold powdered snow.
But why just dream?
An Auroom outdoor sauna is a wonderful
everyday luxury that will make your outdoor
living experience even more enjoyable by
broadening your options for socialising
and activities.
While enjoying sauna solo is always a
welcome experience, the outdoor sauna
is best enjoyed as a group activity. Your
sauna will provide the perfect excuse to
spend time with friends, get to know your
colleagues or invite your family around
for a catch-up. Outdoor saunas make
a complete event – you can combine a
barbeque dinner with a refreshing
sauna experience.
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the crème de la crème of saunas

Designer
Collection
In creating our designer saunas, our focus is on
the people we are crafting them for and their
wellbeing. Every detail provides both functional
and aesthetic value and serves the same goal:
to boost people’s physical and mental wellbeing
through sauna experiences that bring balance
to mind, body and soul. The Auroom Designer
Collection of saunas are the best in our range.
The wide selection of styles, loved by satisfied
customers all over the world, are created working
closely with designers who have years
of experience.
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All designer saunas are customisable to
meet every need and vision. Starting with the
panelling, wood type and glass of your choice.
The choices don’t end with the material.
There is also a wide selection of high-quality
equipment – from speakers to control units.
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designer collection

designer collection

Lumina
Brighten and revitalise

Lumina’s sophisticated design is combined with
simplicity and practicality. Its unique bi-colour walls and
exquisite interior design immerses you in a luxurious,
yet cosy and harmonious atmosphere.
Lumina has all the necessary features to give you a full
regenerating experience. All components harmonise:
the door, the lamp, the towel holder. The lighting
is smooth and unified and creates a sensation of
tranquillity inside the sauna.

Key features
Lamp
A special lamp has been
designed for Lumina, almost
invisible, like the door. Two
different sizes of lamps can be
ordered, 50 or 80 cm long.

External panelling
External panelling is available
for the side and back walls.
Lighting effect
It’s possible to add an extra
optical fibre between the front
boards of the upper bench.

Towel holder
Optional practical towel
holders are available,
designed and sized to suit the
lamps.

Heater stone
This luxurious dark grey stone
panel creates a unique
atmosphere, a stylish setting
from the heater up to the
ceiling.

Lumina is created in cooperation with the
talented Italian architect Luca Donazzolo.

Floor
The floor is expressly designed
to match the overall style. Its
grids are solid and durable
and come with rubber strips,
which prevent the floor from
being slippery and the wood
from being in direct contact
with humidity.

Bench
Lumina’s benches are
available in three different
lengths – 57, 83 and 108 cm –
depending on the needs and
wishes of the sauna-owner.

Materials
Dark thermo-alder

Aspen

Dimensions

Left- or right-handed opening
Alder

180-250

120-200

218
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designer collection

designer collection

Nativa
Instil a sense of calm

Nativa is a sauna with simplicity and
rationality. It is designed to instil a sense
of calm and tranquillity.
We call it Nativa because we want the
space to feel like it matches your home.
Its strong relief wall panels give you a sense
of safety and the comforting feeling that
you belong.
Nativa is created in cooperation with the
talented Italian architect Luca Donazzolo.

Key features
Bench
The bench design corresponds
to the very nature of Nativa
itself: solid and safe. There
are two different lengths
available – 57 cm and 115 cm
– depending on the needs and
wishes of the sauna owner.

Light
It is possible for you to change
the mood in the sauna by
adding an extra LED strip the
lower edge of the backrests.
Heater guard
Nativa’s wooden heater guard
beautifully matches the other
interior materials.

External panelling
External panelling is available
for the side and back walls.

Floor
The floor is expressly
designed to match the
overall style. Its grids are
solid and durable and come
with rubber strips, which
prevent the floor from
being slippery and the
wood from being in direct
contact with humidity.

Materials
Thermo-aspen

Aspen

Dimensions

Left- or right-handed opening
Alder

180-250

120-200

214
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designer collection

designer collection

Libera
Uplifting harmony

Libera was born to give you the opportunity to
design the space according to your desires. It is
possible to choose between a wooden or glass
front wall and, depending on your preferences,
you can have it with or without a backrest.

Key features
Lamp
Specially designed optional
extra lamps can be added to
the side walls.

Libera’s name reflects its nature: a place that lifts
your spirit. Every detail in the sauna is made to
create a feeling of ease and lightness.

External wall
Libera offers the opportunity to
add external panels. An extra
wall set is 112 cm long and can
be extended if a longer wall is
desired.

Libera is created in cooperation with the
talented Italian architect Luca Donazzolo.

External panelling
External panelling is available
for the side and back walls.

Floor
The floor grids are solid and
durable and come with rubber
strips, which prevent the floor
from being slippery and the
wood from being in direct
contact with humidity.
Heater guard
Libera’s wooden heater guard
beautifully matches the other
interior materials.
Backrest
The backrest comes with a
built-in LED strip to add light
to the sauna room.

Dimensions

Materials
Thermo-aspen

Aspen

Left- or right-handed opening
Alder

180-250

120-200

210
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designer collection

designer collection

Vulcana
Unwind in style

Vulcana is a sauna that combines a stylish, modern
design with the finest craftsmanship and superior
materials. The deep golden colour and smooth surfaces
of the thermo-aspen walls are elegantly offset by dark
embossed Ignite cladding to create a uniquely tasteful
and striking synergy. The stunning Ignite cladding
in alder is used sparingly on the feature walls to
accentuate the thermo-aspen’s true splendour.
The allure of Vulcana’s exquisite design is not only
visual; ease of use and wellness are also built in, with
the app-controlled heater saving effort, the angled
backrest adding comfort and the large glass frontage
creating an invitingly bright and open space.

Key features
HUUM UKU
Glass controller
UKU Glass makes operating
your sauna’s heating and
lighting easier than ever. The
control unit offers several
safety features and a Wi-Fi
connection to the Auroom
mobile app.

Modern, sleek design
The perfect indoor sauna
for the modern home,
Vulcana combines highquality materials with stylish
aesthetics for a contemporary
wellness experience.
Cladding combination
Vulcana’s attractive,
deep-golden thermoaspen cladding panels are
complemented by exquisite
dark walls in Ignite alder.

Interior LED lighting
LED lighting embedded in
the wall panels adds a bright
touch of luxury to the stylish
Vulcana sauna.

Auroom x HUUM
CORE heater
Designed in cooperation
with award-winning producer
HUUM, our CORE heater
comes with a range of safety
features, including a child lock
and door sensor.

Materials
Sauna Ignite

Thermo-aspen

Dimensions
Left- or right-handed opening
200

200

219
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designer collection

Electa
Unique enjoyment

designer collection

Irradia

Key features
The unique Electa seduces you with its
clean and clear looks, and delivers the
perfect level of charming sophistication
at the same time.

Radiant recreation

Heater guard
Electa’s wooden heater guard
beautifully matches the other
interior materials.
Floor
The floor grids come with rubber strips,
which prevent the floor from being slippery
and the wood from being in direct contact
with humidity.

Clean and Nordic Electa belongs to the
elite. A design in which short wall elements
of differing widths cast playful shadows
to create a characteristic kinetic illusion.
It forms an elegant pattern that is neither
vivid nor aggressive.

External panelling
External panelling is available
for the side and back walls.

Electa is created in cooperation with the
talented Italian architect Luca Donazzolo.

Key features

A spectacular sauna with bold looks where your
body is warmed by infrared technology and your
eyes are pampered by the contemporary design.

Aluminium base frame
The aluminium base frame under the
sauna walls is durable, resistant and
very suitable for humid rooms.

One glance at Irradia reveals the discrete
harmony of wood and glass. By skilfully
combining those two materials, we achieve a
semi-transparent front, which is both revealing
and concealing.

Floor
The floor is designed to match the
overall style and its grids come with
rubber strips.
External panelling
External panelling is available for the
side and back walls. Side wall options
include either solid wood or glass
panels.

Irradia is created in cooperation with the
talented Italian architect Luca Donazzolo.

Aluminium base frame
The aluminium base frame under the
sauna is durable, resistant and very suitable
for humid rooms.

Dimensions

Dimensions

Left- or right-handed opening

Left- or right-handed opening

209

100-150

120-200
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120-180

210

180-250

Materials

Materials

Aspen
Alder
Thermo-aspen

Aspen
Alder
Dark thermo-alder, brushed
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outdoor designer collection

Terra

An adaptable wellness haven

designer collection outdoor

Terra modules
Terra is a flexible modular outdoor sauna that allows you to
design your own unique wellness space. The three modules
can be used individually or combined, with an optional
changing area and versatile relaxation space in addition to
the sauna itself. Terra’s two design options – the lighter wood
shades of the Natural package and the eye-catching colour
contrast of the Modern package – also offer a selection of
exquisite styles.

terra small

terra medium

terra lounge

The smallest and simplest
module, with a cosy space that can
be used as a standalone sauna or
linked to another module.

A larger sauna module for those
who need that little bit of extra
space. In addition to the sauna,
it also contains a changing area.

A large, luxurious relaxation area that can be adapted
to suit your requirements, from an office, studio or
rehearsal room to a home cinema or guest bedroom –
or simply as a place to relax between steams.

With its elegantly sloping roof, Terra’s innovative and inviting
design creates a dramatic allure from the outside and a
luxurious sense of space within – without losing cosiness or
privacy.

Dimensions
terra small

terra medium

terra lounge

383

508

243

273

222

258

terra small and terra lounge models combined

Design packages
terra small and terra lounge models combined
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natural

modern

This clean, light design features natural wood
tones for an open and inviting appearance.

Bright surfaces combine with dark contrast
areas to provide privacy and shade.

Interior material: natural alder
Exterior material: thermo-pine

Interior material: alder coated with dark-grey wax
Exterior material: thermo-pine with translucent black paint
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simplicity is the key

Essential
Collection
The Auroom Essential Collection saunas are
created to celebrate minimalism. The wide
selection of our Essential styles are loved all over
the world for their modern simplicity and easygoing atmosphere.
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All Essential Collection saunas are
minimalist in their core, but there are
different choices to create a suitable sauna
for your home – choose your preferred
wood type, glass colour and accessories.
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essential collection

essential collection

Emma
Relax in simple style

The best things in life are uncomplicated, and Emma
is loved for its understated and classic look. A highly
practical indoor sauna, Emma combines clean lines
with high-quality materials to bring a touch of style and
relaxation to your home.
With the STP-profile wood panels available in aspen,
alder or thermo-aspen, and a choice of clear or bronzetinted glass, Emma caters for a beautiful range of wood
shades and design preferences so you can create your
perfect sauna.

Key features
HUUM UKU
Glass controller
UKU Glass makes operating
your sauna’s heating and
lighting easier than ever. The
control unit offers several
safety features and a Wi-Fi
connection to the Auroom
mobile app.

Classic design
An uncomplicated indoor
sauna with the same wood
type inside and out, Emma’s
smooth lines and superior
materials combine for an
understated yet stylish look.
Multiple material options
Select a clear or bronze-tinted
glass door and pick your
favourite wood shade, with
aspen, thermo-aspen and
alder cladding available. The
front wall can be made from
wood or glass.

Auroom x HUUM
CORE heater
Designed in cooperation
with award-winning producer
HUUM, our CORE heater
comes with a range of design
options.

Interior LED lighting
LED lighting embedded in
the wall panels adds a bright
touch of luxury to the stylish
Emma sauna.

Dimensions

Materials
Aspen

Alder

Left- or right-handed opening
Thermo-aspen

200-250

150-200

213
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essential collection

essential collection

Familia
Universal relaxation

Familia is versatile and unpretentious. A classic sauna with
vertical wall panels, a beautifully crafted wooden front and a
glass door. The minimalist style, dim lighting and closed front
induce a genuinely reassuring atmosphere inside.
The design features narrow and sharp-edged wall profiles
that give this otherwise traditional sauna a modern and
intriguingly fresh look. It will fit perfectly anywhere – be it
a home gym, hotel room or some other venue.
Familia is created in cooperation with the
talented Italian architect Luca Donazzolo.

Key features
Heater guard
Familia’s wooden heater guard
beautifully matches the other
interior materials.

External panelling
External panelling is available
for the side and back walls.
Floor
The floor grids come with
rubber strips, which prevent
the floor from being slippery
and the wood from being in
direct contact with humidity.

Aluminium base frame
The aluminium base frame
under the sauna walls is
durable, resistant and very
suitable for humid rooms.
Wooden lamps
Wooden lamps are placed
on the inside walls. Lighting is
dimmable via remote control.

Dimensions

Materials
Thermo-aspen

Aspen

Left- or right-handed opening
Alder

180-250

120-200

210
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essential collection

Cala
Compact tranquility

essential collection

Baia

Key features
A small sauna that’s big at heart, Cala offers the
benefits and enjoyment of a sauna in spaces of
all sizes. The Cala sauna is made from thermally
modified aspen, which offers exceptional build
quality alongside its attractive appearance.
This small sauna is quick to assemble and can
be installed in practically any space. And with its
straightforward electrical setup, simple controls
and low energy demands, it’s easy to use and
cheap to run.

Rounded luxury

Interior
Cosy and pleasant feel and look
thanks to the quality and colour of
the thermo-aspen. Small dimensions,
easy to fit into smaller (bath)rooms.
Premium door with metal or wood
handle. Wooden details pre-treated
with sauna wax.
Easy installation
Easy-to-install DIY-sauna
approximately 4–6 hours
with two people.
Heater
Select heater power
of 3.5 or 4.5 kW
Lighting
Lighting with IR sensor switch.

Key features
With its ergonomic design and unique features,
the Baia sauna is particularly attractive thanks
to its curved seating. Wavy benches can usually
only be found in larger saunas, but we wanted to
offer this luxury touch in a sauna that can fit into
smaller spaces.

Interior
Cosy and pleasant feel and look
thanks to the quality and colour of
the thermo-aspen. Small dimensions,
easy to fit into smaller (bath)rooms.
Wooden details pre-treated with sauna
wax. Premium door with metal or
wood handle.

Baia offers an unbeatable price-to-quality
ratio – alongside energy efficiency and quality
construction, it is the best option for a low-cost,
aesthetically pleasing, and ergonomic compact
sauna.

Bench
Beautiful and comfortable
wavy bench.
Easy installation
Easy-to-install DIY-sauna
approximately 4–6 hours
with two people.
Heater
Select heater power
of 3.5 or 4.5 kW
Lighting
Lighting with
IR sensor switch.

Dimensions

Dimensions

Left- or right-handed opening

Left- or right-handed opening

150

163

Materials

Thermo-aspen

Thermo-aspen

163

205

120-150

205
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Materials
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outdoor essential collection

essential collection outdoor

Natura
Naturally reinvigorating

Natura softly embraces and cherishes its visitors.
A perfect place to wholeheartedly enjoy the healing
sauna, surrounded by a luxurious ambience.
The exquisite deep brown of the terrace charms with its
refined elegance outside while the warm colour of the
heat-treated aspen coddles you inside. The large front
window opens to an enjoyable view of the outdoors.
Moreover, on the terrace, you can experience the
surrounding nature without a filter.
Natura is created in cooperation with the
talented Italian architect Luca Donazzolo.

Key features
Terrace and dressing room
These have spot LED lights.
Inside we have warm white
LED strips behind the
backrests. Lights are dimmable
using the remote control unit.

Exterior
The exterior cladding is
designed to withstand severe
climate conditions: the Nordic
spruce wood is thermotreated, brushed and painted.
The walls, floor and roof are
efficiently insulated, and the
solid roof construction can
bear heavy loads of snow.

Floor
The floor grids come with
rubber strips, which prevent
the floor from being slippery
and the wood from being in
direct contact with humidity.

Interior
All interior details are
made from high-quality
thermo-aspen.

Suitable equipment
Electric heater Auroom Alta 12
kW with control panel; Auroom
Impera Wood-burning heater;
Auroom Fora Sound: speakers,
Bluetooth player.

Interior wall panels
Aspen

Alder

Thermo-aspen

Dimensions
350

350

283
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outdoor essential collection

Arti

Simply reinvigorating

essential collection outdoor

Key features
Attractive and compact, Arti is a smaller version of
the popular Natura model. While it shares many
properties with its larger cousin, its smaller size
makes it easier to install.
Where there are limitations in either budget or
space, Arti is the perfect way to enjoy the healing
properties of the sauna and bring a little bit of
luxury into your yard.

Exterior
The exterior cladding is
designed to withstand severe
climate conditions: the Nordic
spruce wood is thermotreated, brushed and painted.

Lighting
Terrace has spot LED lights.
Inside we have LED strips
behind the backrest. Lights
are dimmable with a remote
control unit.

Doors and windows
Double-glazed tempered glass
with quality pine frames with
UV protection.

Suitable equipment
Heater Auroom Alta
12 kW control unit Auroom
Impera. Sound: speakers,
Bluetooth player.

Interior
Inside wall and ceiling
panels: horizontal Rombto
profile 27 x 90 mm, choice of
aspen, alder or thermo-aspen.

Interior wall panels
Aspen

Alder

Thermo-aspen

Dimensions
230

280

257
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outdoor essential collection

Garda
Simply satisfying

essential collection outdoor

Key features
Garda is a compact, affordable and flexible
outdoor sauna model with a clean, minimalist
design that looks equally at home in a modern
city or a picturesque countryside setting, bringing
you relaxing comfort wherever you are.
Versatile Garda offers a choice of two exterior
finishes, with classic thermo-pine or stained solid
wood, which allows for the addition of your own
choice of cladding. The two available models also
present different layout options for the windows
and benches.

Suitable equipment
HUUM CORE 10.5 kW heater and
controller, which can be operated
using the HUUM mobile app.

Aluminium frame
The sleek aluminium frames on the
window and door are resistant and
very suitable for humid rooms.

Exterior
Available in two exterior finishes:
translucent paint and thermo-pine
cladding.

Lighting
Inside the sauna we have
high-quality LED lighting.

Two ﬂoor plans
garda with rear window
CLT in translucent paint

garda with side window
Thermo-pine

Dimensions
230

230

230

251

230

251
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Interior
Garda’s smooth, bright thermo-aspen
interior combines comfort, quality and
minimalist style.
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Customise
your
wellbeing
In the design of our saunas, we remain mindful
of both ergonomics and the need for the finished
products to complement a variety of lifestyles and
interiors, as they are often installed in existing
ecosystems. That’s why we offer such a wide
range of models to choose from, with plenty
of options to accessorise and personalise them.

35
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customisation

customisation

Equipment
Heaters

alta h

7.5 kW / 9 kW / 10.5 kW / 12 kW

Auroom electric heaters are highquality products that create an
authentic sauna experience. All
heater models have vaporiser
versions for flexible climate creation
options – from hot and dry to mild
and humid.

mura h

4.5 kW / 6 kW / 7.5 kW

Speakers

Bluetooth player

Music choice gives the possibility to create
different moods and feelings. The speakers
are waterproof, white in colour, 2 pcs in set.

The Bluetooth player brings your favourite
music wirelessly from your smartphone or
tablet into the sauna. With the optional wall
remote button you can control the audio
playback effortlessly from inside.

huum core heater

6 kW / 9 kW / 10.5 kW

black
aluminium
alder

Mura is a wall mounting model, Alta
and Core are floor-standing models.

aspen
thermo
aspen

Control units
huum uku glass controller

impera control unit

UKU Glass makes operating your sauna’s
heating and lighting easier than ever. The
control unit offers several safety features
and a Wi-Fi connection to the Auroom
mobile app.

The premium-class modern
touch-screen control unit enables
the easy temperature setting,
lighting and more.

control unit dicia
This premium electronic
control unit makes it easy to
set the sauna temperature,
lighting and more.

Accessories
Thermometer,
thermo- & hygrometer
Diameter 13 cm
Special and unique Auroom design.
The case is made of black powder-coated
stainless steel. Mineral glass cover.

Pail & ladle
6L
Finnish design, designer Annika
Korpela. Made from lightweight and
durable aluminium painted black.
Wooden handles.

See the full list of our equipment at auroomwellness.com
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accessories

accessories

The beauty
of choice

Boost your
health with
infrared

To build Auroom saunas, we use both
thermally modified and natural timber.
You can thermo-treat, brush or paint
your sauna.

Unlike traditional infrared saunas don’t
heat the air around you. Rather, they use
infrared lamps to directly warm your body’s
core temperature. Infrared sauna lovers say
that the heat penetrates deeper than the
warmed air from conventional saunas. This
allows them to experience a more intense
sweat at a lower temperature.

Our thermo-treatment offers great visual
effects: the charming brownish colour
can be lighter or darker, depending on
the wood type and heating procedure.
The use of painted wood creates
another range of options. There are
a lot of beautiful tones, so let your
imagination take flight.

If you don’t want to give up your
regular sauna we offer the best of
both worlds. A dual sauna is the
perfect combination of the traditional
sauna and the new-generation
infrared sauna. If you are interested,
then contact us and let’s see what we
can offer you.

Our saunas
meet your needs
Auroom saunas can also be adjusted for nonstandard circumstances thanks to our highly
skilled design and development team, who
can quickly rework existing models or devise
completely new solutions. So if you have a
family member with special needs or a project
that requires unique solutions, don’t hesitate to
contact us. We will always find the best and most
comfortable solution.
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your imagination is the only limit

Tailormade
At Auroom we are able to offer exquisite tailormade options, be it a sauna for private or public
purposes. We can build a sauna anywhere you
wish – even on your private yacht or plane.

Using the latest technologies, our capable
designers, technicians and craftsmen are
happy to master even the most sophisticated
projects. Tailor-made saunas and unique
solutions are our strengths.
We are here to listen to your needs and wishes.
Contact us and tell us your vision. We will help
you make it a reality.
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tailor-made

tailor-made

Walls

Bench

Our state-of-the-art manufacturing
capabilities and design skills enable us to
create unique solutions from curved walls
to very complex angled elements.

At Auroom we can build both multilevel and thin, wavy benches. We make
ergonomic benches as well as benches
joined at interesting angles.

Glass

Lighting

You can choose between different shades
of glass. We usually use insulated glass. In
outdoor saunas we also use package glass.
We work with glass manufacturers who
make both "smart glass" and curved glass.
Auroom also offers laminated glass, on
which it is possible to adjust transmittance.

Auroom offers the possibility to use
a variety of monochrome and RGB
lighting solutions. Different control
options can also be used.

Ceiling
Auroom has the ability to make single
and double-sloped, straight and curved
ceilings. We use various lighting solutions
and, if necessary, make special cornices
according to your wishes.
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Our resellers
are global
Auroom has a wide network of resellers
across the globe. Thanks to Thermory as
the world’s leading producer of thermally
modified timber and sauna materials, our
saunas are loved all over the world. We are
always willing to add new resellers to
help our products spread even further.

auroom wellness head office
and showroom in tallinn, estonia.

Our clients
come ﬁrst
At Auroom, our clients always come first.
We look after our sauna users and do
everything we can to ensure that the quality
of our products is uncompromising. To this
end, we are always open to feedback from
our clients and respond to all questions
and concerns quickly.
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The flexible and well-organised way we go
about production enables us to offer the
quickest delivery times in the industry.
All Auroom deliveries are insured and
protected against accidents. In larger
markets we are represented by approved
local resellers who can help at every stage.
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Would you like to create a sauna with
us or become an Auroom reseller?
Have our saunas and wellness solutions
sparked your interest? If you’d like to
collaborate with us on a sauna project
or become a reseller for our existing
models, please contact us at
info@auroomwellness.com

Our showroom
Lõõtsa 1a (1st Floor)
Ülemiste City, 11415
Tallinn, Estonia

Our factory
Vana-Kastre
Tartu county
62313, Estonia

